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3TRACT

This article iata _lected fc,..- , j F _ 7e.search

Project, funded ire: o:=_ EducEl --red tc

nationally inva: .--7.)ler in impleren_ special

education prog: ..__tur , 3eograTriL_ imi ._conamic

and other inh5 .3 -.- analyzed .EZ' .3 imple-

mentation of P- Ed . rn of ia: L ren Act.

1- though all : -142-- .

: la i-onment ,

le Process r arer ,fc- br- -2ratified

problematic is .:re 77-, Drs were

jied: (1 1: i :. .i.nd 7-. :Litmer ".'l) rural

atti Ainal p7_: (3) ..Drc. Jams on r :.:-_ _ ge These

_ems were _ aannEL: f -.. tr.: 1 'n-bou.IL cur. 1 ronments

to be el: _-- _ y gey-7.,-aric i _imati:: -eme..-.id remote,

.:,cIa ted areas. . . tial E :udy is fo 1 lo-- by ..-'.
identi-

f.yi:T interrel.,,t : .-__:-' ,- -ive a-A cc :-ef iz7:-:f_ent s,:- rv:.ae de __very strategies

and community and __,Er.:::::.. .:t sub -:ypes,
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CO:72REHT

:ntroductic

P IN II: LEMENTII-G

EE tT PROGRA:.'!ING

ARL

Sixty -s. _ St-:ter are rural,

and the ma- :nd .:,e---;1-i hanEic_- 7h=l1Lren.asze

located in err__. '.C.:' 197 tic 1 of :he :2aDoed, June

6, 1979).

Traditions wi7:- 71t,lemen ;m77-ehensive

special ?ducat' :_", uz- are A in rural

areas. last 1 ,-__ . sc,:,.I err' _La 'L_ an e.r7ices for

low-ineLlance -ler -ink? .T1 h: -(.! Jecom __s for the

developmt of .rog--7:..3 Lii-7_-in __hly :rely._ 72=nel and

speciali::ad fac :=_. r,)mer.:.

Failure t a,.1_7.:1;.,..Iff- -Atte:races :r.een 7ura1 ..d :an educa-

tion r: frequ_nt1T =1.pronriate ..plica: Dns of ur _n service

delivery mode: in al .7:7_--1;:-.:i-- itior the smal: amount of

information a-Jilal ,..1^7 -7,Iral :-. ial ..1=.ation h: generally

been idiosyncratic to ---tr- ru7-.1 s._.:bcul-Lu: , distr or state

structure. Because t1-..,.r .
alf-ost no Systematic da-- gathering

by federal or other na: _des Athin rurLI district there has

been a tendency to e::tra: : .-Ifor ation abou.'L very di7ergent dis-

tricts or states to ctl--:-
sul:zultures (Education of the Handi-

capped, June 6, 1979).
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For decades, state legislators and professional educators sought to

ameliorate the problems of rural schools by making them larger through

consolidation and reorganization. Although such widespread efforts

markedly reduced the number of one-room schools and small districts,

problems such as those mentioned above were not significantly impacted.

There is no doubt that initiating comprehensive programming in

rural areas necessitates creative utilization of scarce professional and

other resources. While most of the objectives held for exceptional

children in :rural areas are similar to those determined relevant and

meaningful fc" their urban counterparts, the means by which these simi-

lar ends are _o be net differ widely between the dichotomous settings of

city and courzry.

Many of the problems in effecting change in rural school districts

have stemmed from the fact that "innovators" have been external entities

directing the small school to change without (1) surveying strengths as

well as weaknesses and assessing characteristics of the community and

district, and (2) realizing the necessity to individualize service

delivery strategies with respect to particular community and district

characteristics. L t most literature addressing rural service

delivery system, r-lt4,..egies has assumed equivalent resources and

other district abil;t1t- regardless of district size, to implement a

continuum of services. When it is understood that rural schools range in

enrollment from one to 2,500 children and they are located in geographi-

cal districts incorporating from less than 50 people to 50,000 citizens

(National Center for Educational Statistics definition). the diversity

in district structures becomes apparent.

The National Rural Research and ,Personnel Preparation Project

(NRP), was funded to nationall7 investigate state and local education



agencies to determine problems and effective strategies for ef:_tcr_iviy

and efficiently implementing PL 94-142. The NRP received funC Fr-

Bureau of Education for the Handicapped (MR) to .levelop

effective special _education delivery _ems and st-rategies ?. n fir_

cific rural commur:::y and district s :,:ilture characteristic:

will be based on 7ystematic data-ga-. ering technicaes. Eac ?rpff

will inzerrelate community characristics (e.g, low soc,::. one

status community 25 miles from diagnostic specialists), and sc

district character:LE-tics (e.g., regular class teachers appr -lens

about mainstreaming:, lack of administrative support, lack sp,

therapist, etc.) to (3) viable service delivery options demonstr

be viable in other LEAs having similar characteristics..

This article reports rural special education delivery system

lems identified during Phase I of the four-phase National Rural Pro

The total efforts of Phase I, conducted during 1978-79 as a BEH Spey,

Project, focused on identifying facilitating and hindering factors w'h

operate to determine the success or failure of rural local educa

agency (LEA) compliance with PL 94-142. Phase I involved a study of .,

state education agencies (SEAs).

Phase II, conducted in 1979-80, involves an investigation of

rural school districts and cooperatives throughout the United St:,

This phase culminates in the development of the Profiles Lnterrelc_

effective service delivery strategies and particular :immunity

district characteristics. Cost analysis data is being gathered reP

ing each effective: service delivery strategy identified.

Phase III (L980), involves using Phase I and II da:a to deve_oi-

interdisciplinary -lodels of personnel preparation for effective service



d :very .7u s. Phase IV 1980-81) inilude

As atio- --:nnel prepare: 1 modL=1:: u in pre- -Ld

rvI

.Te Reviews

reviews ha a be-_-n conducte_ ly

ecial educL,Ac- delivery si

SO _ ?riS

Td_ew-Ln: c _nalyzed so that _ffective stral .1L

cou: a:_d categorized in a manner ccns.:-7.-- wi- -.1he

=1, H.. jectfve of profiling strategies le r-a7]e-

wo r. of _2ict and community 3ubcultures Jt-are

review all a basis for determining what info= on sh ald be

obt=ned :cross the country to ascertain _litqt.Hg and

hir ring effective imrlementation of PL

Co lith ether National Projects and ( Janizatic,ns Con-

:err 1 :h E Special Education

.ve coL1a_poration existed between the W and ai major

r.:.-ganiza:io:is concerned with special educatT_ , rural educa-

)ther aspects of rural life. Such collabor on was used to

lou for data gathering processes including inst.: =2nt development

-testing. Initial data collection procedur also involved

vizit Cr7.,S wit: State Plan Officers of the BEH Divisir of Assistance

to 7)-t;,' and sireral representatives of the BER of Personnel

Pr. Annal plans and program administrative revi-- compliance

int=vie: guides, and other BEH compliance forms and 7rocesses were

reviwed.



3. DE:a L-.1..c:ion Education Agent Person_el

cL 7 limita t-ie projec-_ tc wprk

38%) .on's st .:location age:- te (SEAs) dArfag

Using :ompr ie lite: . review dat 211aboratf-Jn with

natior gr: and th -test procL s described below,

sampli pr- :res were c. to includ=, :Jejor geographic, cu]

and lifesty: _ a United .LItes,

ry SEA data vehicle was a formal questic re

and ng process. contact as made with each

ehie: Dfficer, altou ,aterviewees included state direct .: of

spec ::ion and aff, In '4 states,data were vt red

on-E :ate educa:c ,ncy offices. Data w:::re coliecl in

cor, or by mail ive other states.

priject question' focused on ascertaining problems and

sue trategies of c 7:.7.ying with each of the four major aspects

of '-i-2--Individual4z Education Programs (IEPs), Least Rest-ric-

tiv _117:ir.,nment (LRE), p Jc2dural safeguards, and parental participa-

tio7.--::_n a rural culture. Representatives of LEAs, SEAs, and institu-

tions of higher education from eight states reviewed drafts of the

survey instrument. In addition, reactions were received from BEH State

Plan Officers and staff of national rural and special education organi-

zations.

The following items represent the portions of the questionnaire in

which SEA personnel were asked to describe Yiroblems of rural LFAs or

cooperatives in their states attempting to implement PL 94-142. (Com-

plete questionnaire items and data analysis are available upon request.)

1. Describe cultural and socioeconomic patterns and lifestyles

inhibiting full implementation of PL 94-142.



2. Identify geographic and climatic factors pr- -en ng full

implementation of FL 94-142.

3. Describe difficulties of LEAs in implement; . 96-142

and reasons for such difficulties. Identify -el:tionship=,

of these difficulties to cultural, geograp.r.__, socio-

eccncmic patterns discussed earlier.

4. State the average annual attrition rate of al educatio-

staff.
SEA persor=e1 were requested to adopt the follow definiticn

of "ruraL-

A eisr_rict or cooperative is is ntified as ;hen

the number of inhabitants is less tnan 150 per -Ale

or when located in counties with 60% or more of :.)pu-

lation living in communities no larger than 5,C ahabi-

tants. Districts with more than 10,000 student- --A those

within a Standard Metropolitan Statistical Are as

determine) by the U.S. Census Bureau, are not (--71 d-red

rural.

Results

Data prpvided a broad perspective of issue cc:- sntly affec ag

rural LEAs and cooperatives attempting to impler c----cprehensive -e-

cial education programming. State officials repo ed 7-e highest de:ree

of difficulty in three main categories: (1) z-:affl problems, (2)

attitudinal variables, and (3) problems based on rural ?0:4raph,:.

As Table 1 indicates, a preponderance of data (91 that

recruiting and retaining qualified staff to educato hanLicapped children

were major problems for rural LFAs. Attedant cultural and geographic

factors were serious service delivery inhibitors as 38% of all states

reported "LEA resistance to change," 72% "suspicion of outside interfer-

ence," and 83% "long distances between schools and scrvic.?s" as promi-

nent problems.

Additionally, a majority of states described other factors closely

associated with rural culture including resistance to change, isolated/

difficult terrain, and fiscal problems. For example, "icy, muddy roads"
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(66%), "mount areas" (61%), cultural differences (66%), and "low

tax bases" (5f

Clearly, cultural factors such as conservatism and suspicion

of outside i-:
combined with long distances to travel under

adverse circu7 created serious problems in recruiting and retain-

ing qualifies -27710uncl. Sparse populations and resistance to change

exacerbated MS of rural special education delivery systems.

Poverty and _7w ax bases further inhibited full service delivery to

handicapped students -- particularly culturally different special needs

students, EVE:: though geographic variations of this trend were identi-

fied.

The re if_nder of this article will describe significant data col-

lected regarding major SEA-identified problems in implementing effective

special educe ion delivery systems in rural areas. Data are clustered

by cultural, geographic/climatic, socioeconomic, and "other" inhibiting

factors regarding implementation of PL 94-142 in rural schools. 1.

Cultural Factors

Language barriers. Eight states (44%) reported that language

differences among population subcultures hindered implementation of PL

94-142. This item was checked by six of the seven states surveyed in

the northwest and by one in both the southwest and mid-America region.

Surprisingly, even though culturally different groups with diverse

languages exist in the northeast and southeast, this item was not re-

ported to be a problem by any of the states surveyed in these regions.

Language differences had greatest impacts on the capacity of local

districts to obtain assessment personnel able to speak the appropriate
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language. It also affected the quality of interaction between the

school and the parents of the handicapped students.

Cultural differences. Sixty-six percent of the schools reported

that cultural differences created barriers for local school districts

attempting to fully implement PL 94-142. Although this problem was

identified across regions, it was found in only one state in the mid-

American region (where populations tend to be more homogeneous).

Degrees of difficulty in responding to cultural differences were

found to vary considerably. One state in the northwest region, for

example, had several pockets of a population subculture which tended to

be a community organized system in which decisions were made on a commu-

nity basis. In such communities it was often necessary for educational

personnel to deal with a large portion of the entire community in order

to explain and implement appropriate special educatimi programs. As the

population did not use electronic equipment, educational programs were

unable to use "typical" audiovisual instructional equipment.

Another variation on the impact of cultural differences was the

fact that many cultures did not place the same value on education as

that of the majority population. Consequently, it was much more dif-

ficult for school districts to identify and plan for children in such

cultures.

As many handicapped children were able to perform acceptable and

productive roles in their subculture without the benefit of special

education programs, they were not perceived as "handicapped" by their

culture. However, as they were mainstreamed into larger microcosms of

the American society, they often faced seemingly insurmountable barriers.

Generally, the presence of culturally different populations made it

difficult to hire staff who possessed the minority language and were
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sensitive to the needs and nature of the subculture. Personnel with

these characteristics plus appropriate certification credentials were

unavailable in many areas.

Resistance to change. Resistance to change was reported a major

inhibitor by 16 of the 19 SEAs (88%) queried. This problem was iden-

tified by all states except two from the northwest.

In a vast majority of cases, residents of rural areas clearly value

tradition. In addition, SEA personnel reported a general suspicion of

"innovations" and a reluctance to change practices without clear demon-

strations that a change would in fact be better than what existed.

SEA descriptions of this trait in practice ranged from attitudinal

problems with school administrators toward Least Restrictive Environment

concepts to a general hesitancy in the community to adopt changes which

were perceived as imposed by external forces (e.g., PL 94-142). In some

states it was reported that local districts had refused flow-through

funds rather than adjust programs to meet the requirements of PL 94-142

and Section 504 of the 1975 Amendments to the 1973 Vocational Rehabili-

tation Act.

This "Management by Tradition" approach was discerned to have

serious ramifications for potential system alterations. For example,

severely handicapped students in rural areas have typically been served

in out-of-district programs. Post-PL 94-142 attempts to serve these

students in local schools have generally been met with vocal concerns

that they could not be served as well in the local district. These

responses were determined to reflect feelings of inadequacy of school

staff previously told they could not effectively serve such children.
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School board members, administrators, educational staff, and par-

ents were reported to exhibit resistance to change. As traditional

decision-making, values, and operations were perceived as having been

established in the best interest of the children, fforts to alter these

processes were consequently met with a great deal of resistance.

Economic class differeces. Nine of the SEAs (50%) reported that

economic class differences placed some degree of restriction on rural

school abilities to fully implement PL 94-140. This problem was dis-

tributed across all regions. Although the importance of the problem

varied from one region to another, in the southeast all states identi-

fied this problem, whereas only one of eight states in the northwest

indicated that it was problematic.

The predominant factor identified was economic class differences

regarding values placed upon educating handicapped students. It was

reported that some LEA cultures did not favor expenditures for indivi-

duals whom they did not feel would be productive in the long term. An

additional' mitigating factor was the existmce of economically deprived

parents of handicapped children who had more immediate subsistence

concerns than the education of their children. As a result, many LEA

personnel reportedly were frustrated by these parents who would or could

not pay the same degree of attention to their children's educational

program as do some parents in higher income groups.

In spite of the fact that this problem was identified by 50% of the

states, SEA officials generally did not believe this item affected large

numbers of children. However, they did feel that this information

should be considered when developing community information forums and

outreach programs. For example, common by-products of economic class or
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cultural differences were reported to be difficulty generating suffici-

ent local program support and reluctance by some parents to identify

their handicapped children as needing services.

2. Geographic and Climatic Inhibiting Factors

Marginal roads. Marginal roads were reported by 44% of all SEAs as

causing serious problems inhibiting the provision of full educational

services to handicapped children. Although inadequate roads were not

reported as major problems in the southeast or southwest, they were

identified as a major problem in the northwest and as problematic to a

lesser degree in the northeast and mid-America regions.

In many instances, the impact directly affected itinerant staff

more than handicapped children. Poor road conditions added to the

travel time required to move from one assignment to another. Conse-

quently, units of actual service were determined to cost more under such

conditions than in areas where roads were not as obstreperous.

Mountainous areas; icy, muddy roads. Sixty-one percept of all SEAs

reported that mountainous areas negatively affected full service deli-

very. Sixty-six percent indicated that icy, muddy roads negatively

impacted full service. Icy, muddy roads and problems caused by moun-

tainous areas were present in all regions except the southwest.

As with marginal roads, these factors contributed to higher costs

per unit of service. In addition, they were directly responsible in

many instances for disrupting continuity of (already inadequate) ser-

vices and contributing to long delays in delivery of assessment and

evaluation procedures.

One state in the northwest, for example, reported frequent in-

stances in which staff were unable to travel for several days during

1 4
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the school year due to inclement weather. This not only proved costly

but reduced the amount of time available to other service delivery

sites.

Another state in the northwest reported instances such as a moun-

tain slide which blocked the road for two months and then added 300

miles to the distance required to obtain special education services.

Although these conditions negatively impacted total educational

systems in these areas, special education services were more severely

affected, especially when services were provided outside of tFa district

or on an itinerant basis.

Long distances between schools and services. By far the most

serious problem in this cluster identified by SEAs was the prevalence of

long distances between rural schools and special education services.

Fourteen states (79%) reported this as acritical factor. This problem

was compounded in schools with insufficient numbers of handicapped

students to financially justify employing full-time special education

staff or consultants. SEAs reported that service delivery currently

involved either long bus rides for handicapped students or an unusual

amount of travel time by itinerant specialists. The first alternative

in practice had serious implications in light of the Least Restrictive

Environment requirement of PL 94-142, and use of the second alternative

raised questions in many instances concerning the appropriateness of

sporadically delivered services.

No state reported completely satisfactory solutions to such prob-

lems. Some rural schools had utilized paraprofessionals to implement

programs developed and supervised by certified staff. However, state

officials in many cases voiced serious concern about the adequacy of
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such services because of the level of paraprofessional training and the

lack of meaningful regular super- ision. Also, the salaries received by

paraprofessionals in many instances were not sufficient to attract

persons well suited to make the ideal commitments to handicapped stu-

dents.

3. Socioeconomic Factors

Low tax base. Ten SEAs (55%) reported that low tax bases had some

impact on rural district abilities to deliver full services. Inequities

in state tax laws, school financing, and distribution of funds were

reportedly present. These problems were distributed across all regions.

In some states it was felt this would be corrected in the near future,

as deficiencies in state funding formulae were being corrected. In

other instances, rapid growth in population because of frequent tran-

sient industrial development made it difficult for local districts to

fund programs.

Phase II processes include obtaining more LEA data to determine

whether this item is of significant impact in implementing full special

education service. It is possible that the "tax revolt attitude" cur-

rently prevalent in the United States was a greater contributor to

inadequate funding than the tax base itself.

Suspicion of external (federal and state) interference. Suspicion

of "outside interference" was identified as a major problem in all

regions. Seventy-two percent of all SEAs surveyed reported that this

attitude contributed to difficulties in implementing PL 94-142. In the

northeast, people reportedly had long exhibited pride in self-

sufficiency. In the west, strong feelings of resentment toward federal

bureaucracy prevailed. In fact, western states were becoming increas-

ingly upset over federal ownership of large amounts of their land and
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regulations concerning nd use. In some areas of the northeast, local

d stricts had refused :lowth.ough funds in order to avoid federal

monitoring. It was reported tha in spite of this fact_ LEAs were meet

ing legislative requirements.

Suspicion of external interference is closely related to the earlier

reported item, resistance to change. Many rural areas are proud of

their traditions and perceive mandated changes as threats to their

ability to control their own destiny. It was reported that such suspi

cions are sometimes more strongly held by school officials and board

members than rural citizens in general. Ironically, in this instance,

externally mandated changes should include more active participation by

parents and community groups in the development of educational services

for handicapped children. However, some SEAs reported difficulties

appropriately increasing their monitoring roles as per PL 94-142 because

of suspicion regarding external mandates.

Migrant employment. Six SEAs (33%) in four of the five regions

reported that migrant employment inhibited rural schools' abilities to

deliver full service. While states had taken measures to account for

migrant children and although one state reported that PL 94-142 had

forced SEAs and LEAs to be more generally accountable in serving handi

capped migrant children, the six states indicated that considerable

difficulties existed in tracking migrant children for service delivery

as they move from site to site. Program continuity was reported to be a

serious problem.

In some western states, heavy development of energy resources had

resulted in temporary influxes of workers and placed acute demands on

LEAs for service delivery. School districts had been reluctant to seek
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new funds for programs which may not be necessary in the future and

services in some such areas ,?ere extremely inadequate.

Difficulty recruiting _nd retaining_qualified staff. Only one

state from the northwest reported no difficulty attracting and retaining

qualified staff. Of the states participating in the study, 94% indi-

cated this was a major factor in implementing full services to handi-

capped children.

Many state officials expressed serious doubts that this problem

could be solved without modification of current certification regula-

tions. Social isolation, extreme weather conditions, inadequate hous-

ing, and low salaries created conditions which made it most difficult to

employ special education staff in many rural schools. Many positions

remained unfilled for months and others for years.

Many rural special education staff who were hired were young and

inexperienced. Social and cultural isolation reportedly encouraged most

of these teachers to abandon the rural schools as soon as openings

occurred in more urban settings. Some states estimated an annual teacher

turnover of 30-50% with almost complete turnover every three years.

Attrition rates such as these had serious ramifications for personnel

development and program stabilitT.

Under these cerditions, it ---as reported that personnel development,

difficult enough in rural areas given a stable personnel force, seldom

reached beyond basic orientation to district and state philosophies.

Constant turnover rendered it virtually impossible to develop and imple-

ment long-range plans for staff impro-ment. High attrition was reported

to necessitate re-initiation of personnel development each year or every

two years.

id
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4. Other Difficulties Reported in Implementing PL 94-142 in Rural Areas

The most frequently mentioned additional area of difficulty was

provision of a continuum of services for implementation of Least Restric-

tive Environment concepts, IEP development, and insuring parental in-

volvement and procedural safeguards. These aspects related directly to

all four major dimensions of PL 94-142. Hence, once again it was empha-

tically clear that rural LEAs were experiencing considerable problems in

implementing PL 94-142 effectively.

Difficulty implementing Least Restrictive Environment requirements

in rural schools was reportedly due to paradoxes of problems encountered

in urban schools. Historically, it has been typical for rural schools

to serve mildly handicapped children in regular classroom settings due

to lack of segregated settings. In most instances, the major problem in

doing so was lack of consistent itinerant and resource help. However,

programs for moderately and severely handicapped children were not

commonly found in rural schools. The traditional pattern has been to

place such students in state or regional facilities.

Concerted emphasis on returning many of these institutionalized

children to their local communities has often highlighted an abyss of

local services. Part of the problem has been related to school and

community attitudes. Parents have grown comfortable with their children

being placed outside the home, and school boards and administrators have

been fearful that local schools cannot provide adequate services. To

adequately serve a population which has previously been served elsewhere

requires additional staff trained to meet specific needs and/or additi-

onal training to upgrade the skills of existing staff.

In addition, although PL 94-142 specifically states that IEPs are

to be developed by an interdisciplinary committee, many rural districts

19
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have been assigning this responsibility to the special education

teacher(s) in the district or to a district counselor; and professional

placement decisions have frequently been "rubber stamped" by parents.

This not only inhibited the effectiveness of the education of the child

but impacted attitudes in a negative way regarding the "burden" of

special education.

Most rural areas did not have local chapters of parent-oriented

organizations such as the Association for Retarded Citizens (ARC) and

the Association for Children with Learning Disabilities (ACLD). :_1-

though most rural schools had provided for parental participation to

meet the requirements of PL 94-142, state officials commonly pointed out

that parental involvement in rural areas lacked meaningful advocacy

aspects (the intent of PL 94-142).

Typical perceptions of schools by rural parents have been that

school personnel are the experts and know what is best for students.

Thus, they have tended to play a passive role in the educational process

including IEP development meetings. Reportedly, many parents of handi-

capped students have been inclined to be most agreeable to any kind of

service provided for their children whether appropriate or not.

Some state agencies have developed and implemented parent training

programs coordinated on a regional basis. Local schools were reported

to be reluctant to enter into this arena because of fear that lawsuits

and hearings will interfere with their general school operation. Empha-

sis on potential positive outcomes including effective parent/school

partnerships have not been perceived.

Many state officials reported that serious efforts needed to be

made to ensure that procedural safeguard requirements were in policy and

2u
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in ctice. Many rural schools have operated on an extremely informal

bas -ith respect to record keeping and disciplinary mea Additi

onni service and assistance in procedural safeguard ree

reported by state education officials as critical, needs.

Discussion and Conclusions

Collaborative developmental and fieldtest efforts ,ed above

were made by the project to include a sample of major economic, geogra

phic and cultural lifestyles in the 50 states of the United States.

Budgetary constraints limited the number of. SEAs queried ..7o 19. As

nonparticipating states may vary in terms of their educational practices

and procedures, caution must be exercised in assuming that data reported

i rdocument are accurate reflections of special education practices

a problems in states which were not surveyed.

Unfortunately, all major aspects of PL 94-142- -Least Restrictive

Enironment, Due Process procedures, IEPs, and parent involvement were

problematic for rural LEAs. However, all states surveyed were making

serious and goodfaith attempts to assist rural districts develop and

implement programs for handicapped children. Furthermore, SEA officials

reported encouragement from their internal studies of LEA accomplishments

since 1975 although cognizant of the many challenges yet to be mastered.

There is no questLon that the greatest obstacles to full, appro

priate services for handicapped rural students were difficulties in

recruiting and retaining qualified staff and in providing appropriate

inservice on a contf_nuous basis. A November 1979 study randomly mailed

to rural LEA administrators who receive the nationally disseminated NRP

Newsletter confirmed these SEA identified needs at the local district

level. Questionnaire ri,pondents reiterated teacher retention, recruit



went and professional development for effective mainstreaing as

mount problems of rural LEAs attempting to implement PL 9, i42.

These --oblems exist in tradition-bound rl 1. environments, and Ire

exacerbate(:, by geographic and climatic demar s of rural, remote, and

isolated arias. Attitudinal problems clearly ',Indered service delivery

in some cas.as, and often prolonged the perioci of time required to make

Programmatic changes. state officials were not only aware of and work-

ing on these problems but appeared to welcome ass_stance.

19
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PROBLEMS :DENTIFIED B7 SEAs

n=19

Type of Problem l'ercLat of States

Difficulty Recruiting Qualified Staff *94%

Difficulty Retaining Qualified Staff *94%

Resistance to Change *88%

Long Distances Between Schools *83%

Suspicion of Gutside Interf rence *72%

Cultural Differences *66%

Icy, Muddy Roads *66%

Mountainous Areas 61%

Low Tax Base -55%

Economic Class Differences 50%

Language Barriers 44%

Marginal Roads 44%

Migrant Employment 33%

Air Transportation Required 22%

Mining Employment
22%

High Unemployment 17%

Fishing Employment 11%

Timber Employment 11%

Farm Fmployment
11%

High Level of Poverty 11%

Water Transportation Required 6%

Family Size 6%

* Predominant Problem Area 23
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